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Refreshing Sleep & Snoring Advice
Trusted solutions to help you stop snoring and improve your sleep
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welcome to dawn study




Trusted Solutions to Help You Stop Snoring and Improve Your Overall Health and Sleep




If you are a snorer and looking for a good nights sleep, both for you and your partner then DawnStudy has all the bases covered. DawnStudy has extensive knowledge and experience within the sleep industry. Over the last decade our understanding of why we snore and how to counter the problem as come on leaps and bounds. We are at the stage now where people who snore (and their partners) need not suffer. Our attitudes, wishes and needs are being addressed.




Learn More




DawnStudy Is Trusted Among Snorers




Snoring is not only an inconvenience it could be connected to chronic illness and other conditions. Perhaps the most common illness linked with snorers is diabetes. DAWNstudy has continued to focus and concentrate on the causes and solutions to snoring. 




Now Incorporating Medi-Smart.com




Education & Information Resource for Sleep disorders and Snoring




Medi-Smart.com is the education and information organization for all things connected to sleep and the problems that can arise from sleep issues.




Nursing Education Resources in the Sleep Snoring Arena




Medi-Smart have an expert team of researchers and writers who have experience in the sleep disorder sector. They provide nursing education resources in the Sleep and Snoring Arena. They have former nurses that give their expert opinions and former snorers who have found solutions to their problems. Medi-Smart.com are a welcome addition to the DawnStudy team
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Start Here










 DawnStudy has the resources, reviews and information you will need to make informed choices about snoring solutions, better sleep and better health.
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improve your overall health With DawnStudy




What Is the Most Suitable Anti-snoring Mouthpiece for You?




See the DawnStudy ultimate guide about the best snoring mouthpieces available on the market. Learn how the most popular mouthpieces work, how to use them and find the most suitable solution based on your personal requirements and snoring severity. This guide was made possible with welcome input from Medi Smart.




Learn More







  “Laugh and the world laughs with you, snore and you sleep alone” 
 Anthony Burgess, Author 





If You Snore or Suffer from Sleep Disorders Learn More With DawnStudy’s Research Driven Content









Follow our refreshing sleep and snoring advice and stay updated with all the industry latest news and hacks to help you make better choices. 
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Does Ozempic Make You Snore? Semaglutide and Sleep Disorders
Don England
February 25, 2024
Ozempic, known generically as semaglutide, has emerged as a beacon of hope for individuals grappling with type 2 diabetes. This medication, administered through injection,…

Continue Reading Does Ozempic Make You Snore? Semaglutide and Sleep Disorders
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Can Listening to Audiobooks Be the Key to Getting More Shuteye?
Laura Breich
January 12, 2024
Getting enough sleep is a struggle for many. Sleep disorders, poor sleep hygiene, and unhealthy lifestyle choices can keep you from acquiring sufficient sleep,…

Continue Reading Can Listening to Audiobooks Be the Key to Getting More Shuteye?
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Combating Withdrawal Symptoms in an Alcohol and Drug Detox Center
Don England
December 5, 2023
Withdrawal symptoms such as nausea, sleeplessness, headaches, are very common among people who try quitting drugs after prolonged usage. The reason for these problems…

Continue Reading Combating Withdrawal Symptoms in an Alcohol and Drug Detox Center
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Overcoming Weight Loss Plateaus To Address Snoring
Laura Breich
August 11, 2023
There is a complex relationship between snoring and your weight, where the prevalence of one may worsen the other. Because although fat build-up is…

Continue Reading Overcoming Weight Loss Plateaus To Address Snoring
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How You Can Quit Smoking to Stop Snoring
Don England
December 8, 2022
Snoring is usually harmless. Everyone does it occasionally because of blocked airways from colds or smoking. Our post ‘Is Smoking and Snoring Connected?’ explains that 7,000…

Continue Reading How You Can Quit Smoking to Stop Snoring
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How to Block Out Snoring Noise Completely
Don England
May 19, 2021
If you are sleeping next to a heavy snorer, then you know just how difficult it can be to get any sleep. The constant…

Continue Reading How to Block Out Snoring Noise Completely
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			“DawnStudy is dedicated to helping you stop snoring and get a better night sleep” – Don England
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